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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MOVING STONE SLABS IS FASTER AND SAFER WITH
NEW SPREADER BEAM BY JESCRAFT

Bogota, N.J. (November 22, 2011) -- A new spreader beam by Jescraft makes moving
large slabs or heavy bundles around the yard or fabrication shop easier for stone handlers
who can now use a forklift to move loads quickly and safely. Designed specially for
stone fabricators who need to transport material in and out of buildings or make tight
turns in a crowded yard, Jescraft’s spreader beam features fork-access slots that provide a
secure way of engaging and lifting the beam with a forklift, which is a more mobile and
maneuverable alternative to hoisting with a stationary overhead crane. The beam is also
ideal for loading and unloading containers.
Made of heavy-duty steel, the Jescraft spreader beam measures 96 inches long by 11-1/2
inches high and has a maximum load capacity of 10,000 pounds. The beam
accommodates slings or straps up to 5 inches wide, which can be positioned and secured
on the bar in one of the multiple slot positions. When not in use, the beam rests stably on
its two “feet,” which also aid in settling it on the ground. Designed for lifting with an
overhead crane as well as forklift, the spreader beam features a reinforced 1-1/4 inch
thick swivel hook attachment point at the peak of the bar.
Jescraft products are manufactured in the U.S.A. at the company’s Bogota, N.J facility.
Founded in 1946, Jescraft is a leading designer, manufacturer and distributor of material
handling and lifting equipment serving the stone, concrete, drywall, roofing and other
construction-related markets. Additional information about the company can be found at
www.jescraft.com or by calling the company toll-free at 800-524-1142.
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Photo Caption: This new spreader beam by Jescraft is designed for lifting heavy loads
with a forklift, making it faster and safer to move material like large stone slabs around
the shop and yard.
Note to Editors: Two photo files of the Jescraft SMB-96 spreader beam are provided -One version includes callouts indicating features of the product (as shown above); the
other version has no callouts.
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